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 OPERATING SYSTEMS AND NETWORK SECURITY - 0910 (CIS2390-0910)  > CONTROL PANEL > TEST MANAGER > TEST CANVAS

 Test Canvas

Add, modify, and remove questions. Select a question type from the Add Question drop-down list and click Go to
add questions. Use Creation Settings to establish which default options, such as feedback and images, are
available for question creation.

 Add Calculated Formula      Creation Settings 

Name Week 4: Quiz
Description This quiz aims at measuring and monitoring your understanding of the

taught material. 
Whilst this quiz will not contribute to your overall marks, anyone who fails
to maintain a good overall average shall be treated as if they were
missing lessons.

Instructions You have 15 minutes to answer 10 questions.
Each question is worth 1.5 marks.
You may not use the internet in answering these questions.
However, you may use the samurai VMWare virtual machine.
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Question 1 Multiple Choice 1.5 points Modify  Remove

 

Question Which of the following best describes the fields present within
a TCP header? Choose the most appropriate answer.
Answer a.  src, dst, type

b.  src, dst, dport, sport
c.  src, dst, ttl
d.  dport, sport
e.  dport, sport, seq, ack
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Question Which of the following fields are present within a UDP
header? Pick all answers that you think apply.
Answer a.  dport 

b.  sport 

c.  src 

d.  dst 

e.  ttl 
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Question At the scapy prompt, what command would produce the
following network packet:
<Ether  dst=ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff type=0x806 |<ARP  pdst=Net('hermes.hud.ac.uk') |>>?
Ensure your answer is as minimal as possible (ie. answers with
unnecessary fluff may be marked incorrect!).
Answer Ether(dst='ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff')/ARP(pdst='hermes.hud.ac.uk')

Ether(dst='ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff')/ARP(pdst="hermes.hud.ac.uk")
Ether(dst="ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff")/ARP(pdst='hermes.hud.ac.uk')
Ether(dst="ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff")/ARP(pdst="hermes.hud.ac.uk")
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Question The following command has been entered at a scapy prompt:
ans, unans = sr(IP(dst="hermes.hud.ac.uk", ttl=(4,20))/TCP(flags="S"))

What happens? Choose all answers that you think apply.
Answer a.  20 TCP/IP packets are sent

b.  Each sent packet has a random TTL value
c.  No replies will be received because hermes.hud.ac.uk
needs to be translated into an IP address
d.  Each sent packet has the SYN flag set
e.  Each sent packet has its dport field set to port 80
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Question Which of the following scapy commands will produce a
packet with the following fields:

src: 192.168.1.69
sport: 4444
dport: 22
flags: S

Choose the answer that you think is most appropriate.
Answer a.  IP(src="192.168.1.69")/ICMP(sport=4444)

b.  IP(src="192.168.1.69")/UDP(sport=4444)
c.  IP(src="192.168.1.69")/UDP(sport=4444, dport=22)
d.  IP(src="192.168.1.69")/TCP(sport=4444)
e.  IP(src="192.168.1.69")/TCP(sport=4444, dport=22)
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Question Which of the following are true of a smurf attack? Choose all
answers that you think apply.
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answers that you think apply.
Answer a.  attacker sends one ICMP packet

b.  attacker sends many ICMP packets
c.  packet sizes are less than 65535 bytes
d.  attacker sends ICMP packets to a victim
e.  the attacker spoofs the value of the src field in the packet
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Question Your IP address is 192.168.1.69 and a server is located at
target.example.com. Port 77 is closed on this server. When you send
a UDP packet to port 77 on target.example.com, what return packets
might we receive? Choose the answer that you think is most
appropriate.
Answer a.  IP(src="192.168.1.69",

dst="target.example.com")/ICMP(type="dest-unreach",
code=3)
b.  IP(src="target.example.com",
dst="192.168.1.69")/ICMP(type="dest-unreach", code=3)
c.   No packet will be returned
d.  IP(src="target.example.com",
dst="192.168.1.69")/UDP(sport=77) 
e.  IP(src="target.example.com",
dst="192.168.1.69")/TCP(sport=77,flags="R") 
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Question  Which of the following statements are true? Choose all
answers that you think apply.
Answer a.  ICMP packets can be used to setup covert

communication channels
b.  UDP packets do not have guaranteed delivery
c.  TCP is a session based protocol
d.  TCP ports that receive unsolicited TCP packets with the
ACK flag set should return a packet with the RST flag set.
e.  ICMP packets can not be used for socket based
communications
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Question  The following is a tcpdump of packets from an ARP
poisoning Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) attack:
0:50:56:47:0:61  0:50:56:47:0:46   42: arp reply ntec1-28 is-at
0:50:56:47:0:61 
0:50:56:47:0:61  0:50:56:47:0:65   42: arp reply ntec9-28 is-at
0:50:56:47:0:61 
0:50:56:47:0:61  0:50:56:47:0:46   42: arp reply ntec1-28 is-at
0:50:56:47:0:61 
0:50:56:47:0:61  0:50:56:47:0:65   42: arp reply ntec9-28 is-at
0:50:56:47:0:61 
0:50:56:47:0:61  0:50:56:47:0:46   42: arp reply ntec1-28 is-at
0:50:56:47:0:61 
What is the MAC address of the middleman? Choose the answer
that you think is most appropriate.
Answer a.   0:50:56:47:0:61

b.  0:50:56:47:0:65
c.   0:50:56:47:0:46
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Question  You are examining some captured packets in Wireshark.
You only want to view the packets sent from 10.0.0.22. What filter
would you apply? Choose the answer that you think is most
appropriate.
Answer a.   ip.address = 10.0.0.22

b.   ip = 10.0.0.22
c.   ip.src == 10.0.0.22
d.   ip.equals 10.0.0.22
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